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Abstract. Most libraries and other cultural heritage institutions use
controlled knowledge organisation systems, such as thesauri, to describe
their collections. Unfortunately, as most of these institutions use diﬀer-
ent such systems, uniﬁed access to heterogeneous collections is diﬃcult.
Things are even worse in an international context when concepts have
labels in diﬀerent languages. In order to overcome the multilingual in-
teroperability problem between European Libraries, extensive work has
been done to manually map concepts from diﬀerent knowledge organisa-
tion systems, which is a tedious and expensive process.
Within the TELplus project, we developed and evaluated methods to
automatically discover these mappings, using diﬀerent ontology match-
ing techniques. In experiments on major French, English and German
subject heading lists Rameau, LCSH and SWD, we show that we can
automatically produce mappings of surprisingly good quality, even when
using relatively naive translation and matching methods.
1 Introduction
Controlled knowledge organisation systems, such as thesauri or subject heading
lists (SHLs), are often used to describe objects from library collections. These
vocabularies, speciﬁed at the semantic level using dedicated relations—typically
broader, narrower and related—can be of help when accessing collections, e.g., for
guiding a user through a hierarchy of subjects, or performing automatic query
reformulation to bring more results for a given query.
However, nearly every library uses its own subject indexing system, in its
own natural language. It is therefore impossible to exploit the semantically rich
information of controlled vocabularies over several collections simultaneously.
This greatly hinders access to, and usability of the content of The European
Library [1], which is one of important problems to address in the TELplus
project [2]. A solution to this issue is the semantic linking (or matching) of
the concepts present in the vocabularies. This solution has been already investi-
gated in the Cultural Heritage (CH) domain, as in the MACS [3], Renardus [4]
and CrissCross [5] projects. MACS, in particular, is building an extensive set of
manual links between three SHLs used respectively at the English (and Ameri-
can), French and German national libraries, namely LCSH, Rameau and SWD.
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These links represent most often equivalence at the semantic level between con-
cepts and can, e.g., be used to reformulate queries from one language to the other.
For example, an equivalence link between Sprinting, Course de vitesse and
Kurzstreckenlauf will allow to transform a query for sprints, that would only
give results in the British Library catalogue, into equivalent queries that will
have matching results in the French and German catalogues, respectively.
A crucial problem is the cost of building such manual alignments of vocabu-
laries. While some reports mention that around 90 terms may be matched per
day by a skilled information professional dealing with concepts in a same lan-
guage [6], the vocabularies to match often contain hundreds of thousands of
concepts. In this paper we will show that automatic matching methods can be
viable instruments for supporting these eﬀorts in an eﬀective way.
Methodology. We have implemented four straightforward methods for ontology
alignment, two based on lexical properties of the concept labels, and two based on
the extensions of the concepts, i.e. the objects annotated by them. The simplest
approach lexically compares the labels of concepts without translating them;
a more sophisticated version uses a simple translation service we could deploy
out-of-the-box. A simple extensional method makes use of the fact that all three
collections have joint instances (shared books), which can be determined by
common ISBN numbers. Finally, we extend our previous work of matching based
on instance similarity [7] to the multilingual case.
Research questions. In line with TELplus objectives, which include establishing
practical solutions as well as guidelines for the participating libraries, the re-
search questions we want to address in this paper are (i) whether an automatic
vocabulary matching approach is feasible in a multilingual context, and (ii) what
kind of matching approach performs best.
Experiments. To answer the questions above we pairwise applied our four match-
ing methods to the three SHLs Rameau, LCSH and SWD, for which the MACS
project has over the years gathered signiﬁcant amounts of methodological ex-
pertise and reference alignments which we can compare newly produced ones
with. This comparison is possible because our case comes with large amounts of
collection-level data from the libraries using these vocabularies.
Results. The general results show a relatively good precision of all four methods
with respect to reproducing manual mappings from the MACS project. Even
stronger, the lexical methods produce a high coverage of those mappings, which
indicates that the use of such very simple algorithms can already support the
creation of such links signiﬁcantly. Interestingly enough, the extensional map-
pings produce results that are non-identical to the MACS mappings, which indi-
cates that intensional and extensional semantics (i.e., the meaning of a concept
attached by people and its actual use in the libraries) diﬀer signiﬁcantly.
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Structure of the paper. In Section 2 we describe the context of our research, and
the problem we started out to solve. Section 3 describes the matching methods
in more detail; our experiments are summarised in Section 4, before we conclude.
2 Problem and Context
The TELplus project aims at adding content to The European Library, but also
at improving access and usability, notably by investigating full-text indexing and
semantic search.
One crucial issue is that collections—and their metadata—come in diﬀerent
languages, which hampers the access to several of them at a same time. A ﬁrst
solution to this issue relies on using cross-language information retrieval meth-
ods over the diﬀerent collections at hand, as currently investigated, e.g., in the
Cacao project [8]. This approach is promising for cases where full-text content
is available, and standard retrieval of documents is sought. However it may re-
quire some complement for the cases where only structured metadata records
are available, or when one aims at semantically enriched or personalised access
to CH objects, as in the Europeana Thought Lab demo [9].
As collection objects are described by controlled knowledge organisation sys-
tems, another promising solution is to identify the semantic links between such
systems. Currently the TELplus and MACS projects are collaborating so that
manually built MACS mappings between the LCSH, Rameau and SWD SHLs
can be used to provide automatic query reformulation to bring more results from
the three corresponding national library collections.
Meanwhile, automated alignment methods have been investigated in other
domains, such as anatomy [10] and food [11]. Particularly, the mapping between
AGROVOC and the Chinese Agricultural Thesaurus [12] exempliﬁes the diﬃcul-
ties of multilingual matching. In the Semantic Web community, eﬀorts related to
Ontology Matching [13], like the OAEI campaigns [14], have already dealt with
the library and food domains, as well as with multilingual settings. In such con-
text, our work is to investigate the feasibility and potential beneﬁt of applying
automated matching techniques for semantic search in TELplus.
3 Ontology Matching Methods Applied
3.1 SKOS Lexical Mapper
Many lexical mappers—that is, mappers exploiting lexical information such as la-
bels of concepts—are only dedicated to English. To palliate this, we have adapted
a lexical mapper ﬁrst developed for Dutch [15] to French, English and German
languages. It is mostly based on the CELEX [16] database, which allows to recog-
nise lexicographic variants and morphological components of word forms. This
mapper produces equivalence matches between concepts, but also hierarchical
(broader) matches, based on the morphological (resp. syntactic) decomposition
of their labels.
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The diﬀerent lexical comparison methods used by this mapper give rise to
diﬀerent conﬁdence values: using exact string equivalence is more reliable than
using lemma equivalence. Also, the mapper considers the status of the lexical
features it compares. It exploits the SKOS model for representing vocabularies
[17], where concepts can have preferred or alternative labels. The latter ones can
be approximate synonyms. For two concepts, any comparison based on them is
therefore considered less reliable than a comparison based on preferred labels.
The combination of these two factors—diﬀerent comparison techniques and dif-
ferent features compared—results in a grading of the produced mappings, which
can be used as a conﬁdence value.
Our mapper only considers one language at a time. To apply it in a multilin-
gual case, we translated the vocabularies beforehand. For each vocabulary pair
(e.g., Rameau and LCSH), we translate each vocabulary by adding new labels
(preferred or alternative) that result from translating the original labels, using
the Google Translate service [18]. We then run the mapper twice, once for each
language of the pair. In the Rameau-LCSH case, the translation of Rameau to
English is matched (in English) to the original LCSH version, and the transla-
tion of LCSH in French is matched (in French) to the original Rameau version.
The obtained results are then merged, and we keep only the equivalence links.
3.2 Instance-Based Mapping
Instance-based matching techniques determine the similarity between concepts
by examining the extensional information of concepts, that is, the instance data
they classify. The idea behind such techniques, already used in a number of works
like [19], is that the similarity between the extensions of two concepts reﬂects
the semantic similarity of these concepts. This is a very natural approach, as
in most ontology formalisms the semantics of the relations between concepts is
deﬁned via their instances. This also ﬁts the notion of literary warrant that is
relevant for the design of controlled vocabularies in libraries or other institutes.1
Using overlap of common instances. A ﬁrst and straightforward method is
to measure the common extension of the concepts—the set of objects that are
simultaneously classiﬁed by both concepts [19,21]. This method has a number
of important beneﬁts. Contrary to lexical techniques, it does not depend on the
concept labels, which is particularly important when the ontologies or thesauri
come in diﬀerent languages. Moreover, it does not depend on a rich semantic
structure; this is important in the case of SHLs, which are often incompletely
structured.
The basic idea is simple: the higher the ratio of co-occurring instances for two
concepts, the more related they are. In our application context, the instances of a
1 As Svenonius reportedly wrote in [20] “As a name of a subject, the term Butterﬂies
refers not to actual butterﬂies but rather to the set of all indexed documents about
butterﬂies. [...] In a subject language the extension of a term is the class of all
documents about what the term denotes, such as all documents about butterﬂies.”
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concept c, noted as e(c), are the set of books related to this concept via a subject
annotation property. For each pair of concepts, the overlap of their instance sets
is measured and considered as the conﬁdence value for an equivalence relation.
Our measure, shown below, is an adaption of the standard Jaccard similarity, to
avoid very high scores in the case of very few instances: the 0.8 parameter was
chosen so that concepts with a single (shared) instance obtain the same score
as concepts with, in the limit, inﬁnitely many instances, 20% of which co-occur.
This choice is relatively arbitrary, but this measure has shown to perform well
on previous experiments in the library domain for the STITCH project [21].
overlapi(c1, c2) =
√|e(c1) ∩ e(c2)| × (|e(c1) ∩ e(c2)| − 0.8)
|e(c1) ∪ e(c2)|
Note that one concept can be related to multiple concepts with diﬀerent con-
ﬁdence values. In our experiments, we consider the concept with the highest
conﬁdence value as the candidate mapping for evaluation.
Using instance matching. Measuring the common extension of concepts re-
quires the existence of suﬃcient amounts of shared instances, which is very often
not the case. However, as instances—in our cases, books—have their own infor-
mation, such as authors, titles, etc., it is possible to calculate the similarity
between them. Our assumption is that similar books are likely to be annotated
with similar subject headings, no matter they are from diﬀerent collections or
described in diﬀerent languages.
The instance matching based method ﬁrst compares books from both collec-
tions. For each book from Collection A, ia, there is a most similar book from
Collection B, ib. We then consider that ia shares the same subject headings as
ib does. In other words, ia is now an instance of all subject headings which ib
is annotated with. This matching procedure is carried out on both directions.
In this way, we can again apply measures on common extensions of the subject
headings, even if the extensions have been enriched artiﬁcially.
There are diﬀerent ways to match instances. The simplest way is to consider in-
stances as documents with all their metadata as their feature, and apply informa-
tion retrieval techniques to retrieve similar instances (documents).Weuse the tf-idf
weighting schemewhich is often exploited in the vector spacemodel for information
retrieval and text mining [22]. Obviously, the quality of the instance matching has
an important impact on the quality of concept mappings. One may argue that the
whole process is questionable: it is in fact one aim of this paper to investigate it.
To apply such a method in a multilingual context, automated translation is
crucial. We take a naive approach, using the Google Translate service to translate
book metadata, including subject labels. The translation was done oﬄine on a
word-to-word level. We created a list of all unique words in each book collection.
Batches of words were sent via an API to the Google Translate service. Every
word for which we obtained a translation was stored in a translation table.
During the instance matching process, we translate every word of that instance
by looking it up in the translation table and replacing it with the translation if
available. We then calculate book similarity scores within a same language.
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4 Experiments and Evaluation
4.1 Data Preprocessing and Experiment Settings
The three SHLs at hand, namely, LCSH in English, Rameau in French and SWD
in German, have been converted into the standard SKOS format [17]—see [23]
for an overview of how this was done for LCSH. Collections annotated by these
three SHLs, respectively, are gathered from the British Library (BL), the French
National Library (BnF) and the German National Library (DNB).
In order to apply instance-based matching methods, the link between each
book record and its subjects, i.e, concepts from the SHL SKOS conversions,
should be properly identiﬁed. Instead of using unique identiﬁers of subjects,
librarians often use simple string annotations. This introduces many issues, for
example, using the lower case version of a concept label, or using alternative
labels instead of the preferred ones. This has to be addressed by using a simple
string look-up and matching algorithm to identify the book-concept links, using
the concept labels found in the SKOS representations.
Furthermore, it is also necessary to tackle the pre-coordination issue. Librari-
ans often combine two thesaurus concepts into a single complex subject to anno-
tate books, e.g., France--History--13th century. Some of these combinations
are so often used that they are included into the subject vocabulary later, while
some are generated only at annotation time. In our data preprocessing step, we
applied the following strategy: if the subject combination cannot be recognised
as an existing concept, it is then separated into single (existing) concepts, and
the book is considered to be annotated by each of these concepts.
We are well aware that this choice is certainly not neutral: hereby, a concept’s
extension, beyond the instances simply annotated by it, also contains the in-
stances indexed with a compound subject that includes it, if this combination is
not an existing concept in the vocabulary. However, it also brings more instances
for concepts, which is very important for the statistical validity of the instance-
based methods we employ here. Indeed this is made even more important by the
low number of annotations we identiﬁed from the collections. Not every concept
is used in the collections we have, cf. Tables 1 and 2. This issue, which is mostly
caused by the SHLs being designed and used for several collections, will cause a
mapping coverage problem for the instance-based methods, which we will discuss
later.
Another related, important decision we made is to restrict ourselves to match
only individual concepts, or combinations that are reiﬁed in the vocabulary
ﬁles. This drastically reduces the problem space, while keeping it focused on
Table 1. Size of SHLs and number of concepts used to annotate books in collections
Total concepts Concepts used in collection
LCSH 339,612 138,785
Rameau 154,974 87,722
SWD 805,017 209,666
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Table 2. Three collections and identiﬁed records with valid subject annotations, i.e. ,
there is at least one link between these books and one SHL concept
Total records Rec. with valid subject annot. Individual book-concept links
English 8,430,994 2,448,050 6,250,859
French 8,333,000 1,457,143 4,073,040
German 2,385,912 1,364,287 4,258,106
Table 3. Common books between diﬀerent collections
Collection pair Common books
French–English 182,460
German–English 83,786
German–French 63,340
the arguably more important part of the potential book subjects. In fact this
is rather in line with what is done in MACS, where very few mappings (up to
3.8% for SWD mappings) involve coordinations of concepts that are not already
in the vocabularies.
A last step of preprocessing we need is identifying the common books in two
collections. The ISBN number is a unique identiﬁer of one book. By comparing
the ISBNs in both collections, we found three dually annotated datasets between
the three pairs of SHLs, as shown in Table 3. The amount of common books is
extremely small compared to the size of collections. This is not unexpected, but
certainly causes a serious problem of concept coverage for the simple instance-
based method that completely relies on these common instances.
4.2 Comparing with MACS Manual Mappings
Method. The MACS manual mappings were used as reference mappings. This
gold standard is however not complete, as MACS is still work in progress. Table 4
gives the concept coverage of mappings between each pair of vocabularies.
Obviously, there is a serious lack in terms of concept coverage if using MACS
as a gold standard. For example, only 12.7% of LCSH concepts and 27.0% of
Rameau concepts are both involved in MACS mappings and used to annotate
books in the collections we gathered. The situation is much worse for the other
two pairs of thesauri, where only 1 to 3% concepts are both considered by MACS
and used to annotate books.
To perform a relatively fair evaluation on our matchers’ accuracy, that is,
taking into account the sheer coverage of the MACS gold standard, we sepa-
rated the generated mappings as “judgeable” and “non-judgeable.” A mapping
is judgeable if at least one concept of the pair is involved in a MACS man-
ual mapping, otherwise, it is not judgeable—that is, no data in MACS allows
us to say whether the mapping is correct of not. We measure precision as the
proportion of the correct mappings over all generated and judgeable mappings.
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Table 4. Simple statistics of MACS manual mappings and concepts involved
Total MACS mappings Concepts involved
LCSH – Rameau 57,663 16.4% of LCSH and 36.1% of Rameau
LCSH – SWD 12,031 3.2% of LCSH and 1.4% of SWD
Rameau – SWD 13,420 7.8% of Rameau and 1.6% of SWD
To measure the completeness of the found alignments, we would need to com-
pute recall, that is, the proportion of the correct mappings over all possible
correct mappings. Unfortunately it is very diﬃcult to get all correct mappings
in practice. Manual alignment eﬀorts are time consuming and result in a limited
amount of mappings if the two vocabularies to align are big. Despite the lack
in concept coverage for MACS, we decided that these manual mappings were
still useful to exploit. Indeed, measuring how well we can reproduce manual
mappings with the help of automatic tools is valuable per se. As a proxy for
completeness, we thus measure the coverage of MACS, that is, the proportion of
MACS mappings we ﬁnd in the automatically produced alignments.
As already hinted, our matchers return candidate mappings with a conﬁdence
value—based on linguistic considerations or the extensional overlap of two con-
cepts. This allows us to rank the mappings, and, moving from the top of the
ranked list, to measure the above two measurements up to certain ranks.
Results. Fig. 1 gives the performance of four diﬀerent mapping methods on
the task of matching LCSH and Rameau. Here the x-axis is the global rank of
those mappings—by “global ranking,” we take the non-judgeable mappings into
account; however, they are not considered when computing precision. Note that
our lexical mapper provides three conﬁdence levels. Mappings with the same
value are given the same rank; they are therefore measured together.
The lexical method applied on non-translated LCSH and Rameau gives a
very limited amount of mappings: in total, 86% of these mappings are in MACS,
but they only represent 13% of the MACS mappings. By naively using Google
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Fig. 1. Performance of diﬀerent methods on matching LCSH and Rameau
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Fig. 2. The distribution of mappings generated by diﬀerent methods — LCSH
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Translate, the automated lexical method already recovers 56% of MACS map-
pings, while the precision decreases by 3%. The main reason for this precision
decrease is that the translation is not perfect nor stable. For example, in SWD
the German name Aachen occurs in several subject headings. However, it was
sometimes (rightly) translated to the French name Aix-la-Chapelle and in
other cases it was not translated at all.
From Fig.1, the precision and coverage of the ﬁrst 7K instance-based mappings
generated from the real dually annotated dataset (1% of total book records in
two collections) are similar to the lexical method on non-translated thesauri.
Gradually, the precision decreases and the coverage increases, and both level
after approximately 60K mappings.
The sheer amount of instances inevitably inﬂuences the performance of this
method. Another possible reason is that instance-based methods focus on the ex-
tensional semantics of those concepts, i.e., how they are used in reality. Somemap-
pings are not really intensionally equivalent, but they are used to
annotate the same books in two collections. For example, according to MACS, the
Rameau concept Cavitation is mapped to the LCSH concept Cavitation; how-
ever, our instance-based method maps it to another LCSH concept Hydraulic
machinery, because they both annotate the same books. Such mappings could
therefore be very useful in the query reformation or search applications, and of
course would require further evaluation. This also indicates that the intensional
and the extensional semantics (i.e., the meaning of a concept attached by people
and its actual use in the libraries) may diﬀer signiﬁcantly.
The method based on instance matching performed worse here. The loss of
nearly 10% in precision could have two reasons: 1) the translation of book infor-
mation is not good enough; 2) the similarity between books is calculated purely
based on weighted common words, where we ignore the semantic distinction be-
tween diﬀerent metadata ﬁeld, which could potentially help to identify similar
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Fig. 3. Coverage issue for the LCSH-SWD and Rameau-SWD cases
books. Meanwhile, by matching similar instances on top of using real dually
annotated books, we gradually include new concepts, which increases coverage.
As introduced earlier, not every mapping can be evaluated, as neither of their
concepts are considered in MACS before. For example, up to rank 50K, 29% of
MACS mappings (16,644) between LCSH and Rameau are found, and the pre-
cision is 63%. However, only less than 26K mappings were actually judgeable.
Fig. 2 compares the distribution of diﬀerent kinds of mappings of each method,
where the shaded area shows the amount of non-judgeable mappings. The cover-
age issue for the SWD-related cases is more serious, even for lexical mappings, as
shown in Fig. 3. Among those non-judgeable mappings, we expect to ﬁnd valid
ones given the precision of the judgeable mappings around them.
We carried out manual evaluation of non-judgeable mapping samples. For
instance-based mappings, we ﬁrst ranked them based on their conﬁdence values,
and then chose every 10th mapping among the ﬁrst 1000 mappings, every 100th
mapping from 1000 to 10,000 mappings, and every 1000th mappings from 10,000
to 100,000 mappings. For lexical mappings, we took 50 random mappings within
each of the three conﬁdence levels. In all cases, we kept for manual evaluation
only the mappings that are not judgeable according to MACS. Depending on
the actual sample size, the corresponding error bar was also calculated.
Fig. 4 shows the precision of the manual evaluation proportionally combined
with that from comparing with MACS reference mappings. For the LCSH–
Rameau case, the precision, which is consistent with Fig 1 (a), indicates that
our methods indeed provide a signiﬁcant amount of valid, and more importantly,
complementary mappings to MACS manual mappings. For the LCSH–SWD and
Rameau–SWD cases, the global precision is also comparable with the one ob-
tained using MACS alone. It also conﬁrms that all methods perform worse in
these two cases, which we can relate to the fact that LCSH and Rameau head-
ings are quite similar in the way they are designed and used, and less similar to
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Fig. 4. Overall precision combining MACS and manual evaluation
SWD. Finally, the performances of the two instance-based methods cannot be
distinguished anymore. Yet, due to the small sample size, it is impossible to say
whether this is due to statistical uncertainty, or to that fact that the method us-
ing instance matching would suﬀer less from a very small overlap of collections.
We will investigate more this aspect in the future.
5 Conclusion
We have explored methods to automatically align multilingual SHLs in a realis-
tic setting, using diﬀerent techniques known from ontology matching, exploiting
labels of concepts or book-level information. We also reported various problems
with applying existing techniques and the possible (and simple) solutions to
them. In particular, we use the Google Translate service to address the trans-
lation problem. We are well aware that other, more sophisticated approaches
exist, but deploying them requires thorough expertise in the use of linguistic
resources, which makes it more diﬃcult to assess the practical feasibility of such
an approach.
These experiments on the major French, English and German SHLs, Rameau,
LCSH and SWD, show that we can automatically produce mappings of surpris-
ingly good quality, even when using quite naive translation and matching meth-
ods. The lexical methods produce a relatively high coverage of the MACS manual
mappings, which indicates that the use of such very simple algorithms can already
support the creation of manual mappings signiﬁcantly. The instance-based map-
ping methods provide mappings that are nearly complementary to manual ones.
This is more interesting, as it indicates that, while each can be useful in diﬀer-
ent applications, the intensional and extensional semantic links are signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent. More eﬀorts would now be required to turn these ﬁndings into an ap-
propriate methodology to assist manual alignment, or to evaluate to which extent
imperfect mappings can still beneﬁt to multilingual collection access for end users
in the TELplus case. Our results also identify diﬀerent directions to improve the
performance of methods, and we will continue reporting our eﬀorts in this area.
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